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B y E k k e h a r d W A G E N F U H R E R 
Abstract. A system of n linear differential equations xy'{x) =x~8B{x)y(x) is 
considered, in which s is a positive integer and B(x) is a formal power series. 
In a preceding paper [6] the author has developed a method for evaluating a 
formal fundamental matrix solution to the system. This method leads to the 
algebraic treatment of certain singular matrix pencils. In the present paper 
the author provides some transformation algorithms for singular matrix pencils 
which are used in all parts of the method for constructing the formal funda-
mental matrix solution. 
Introduction. 
L e t an n by n system of f o rmal l inear di f ferential equations 
xyf [x)—x~9B{x)y{x) 
be g iven, i n which s is a positive integer and B{x) a formal power series 
in x. The problem is how to calculate a formal fundamental m a t r i x 
solution of the form Y{x) —H{x)xJeQ[x). Here the exponent Q(x) is a 
diagonal m a t r i x containing polynomials i n negative f ract ional powers of 
x, J is a constant Jordan m a t r i x commuting w i t h Q{x), and H(x) is a 
formal power series in a positive f ract ional power of x. In a preceding 
paper [6] the author has developed the theoretical foundations for a new 
method by which a formal fundamental solution is computed by columns 
In the first step of this method the exponential part is determined. 
A f t e r this , the problem can be reduced to the computation of single 
f ormal logarithmic solutions as treated i n the author's paper [5]. B o t h 
parts of this method are based on the algebraic t reatment of certain 
matrices [X) containing the leading coefficients of B(x) and a linear 
complex parameter. 
The fundamental properties of matrices which are polynomials i n X 
can be read f rom their Smith 's canonical f o rm as i t is done i n the paper 
[5]. In fact, Smith 's canonical f o rm can a lgor i thmica l ly be evaluated — 
see [1], for instance—. F r o m a pract ical point of view, however, the 
evaluation of Smith 's canonical f o rm is not recommendable because the 
canonical f o rm as w e l l as the corresponding transformation matrices 
contain polynomials of h igher degree: this w i l l lead to severe storage 
requirements. A s the parameter X occurs only l inearly , the A^(X) are 
so-called s ingular m a t r i x pencils which can be transformed into Kronecker 's 
canonical f o rm by means of an a lgor i thm developed by van Dooren [4]. 
W e w i l l be contented w i t h some weaker properties than Kronecker 's 
canonical form. 
In Section 1 we report on some present results concerning the 
exponential part i n the f o rmal fundamental solution: i t turns out that 
we need the defect numbers and generalized characteristic polynomials 
of the A^(X). I n Section 2 we provide the a lgor i thm announced by which 
the defect numbers and characterist ic polynomials can be determined. 
A s compared w i t h van Dooren [4], we introduce two modifications. F i r s t 
we use rat ional transformation matrices instead of uni tary ones, because 
we intend to realize the a lgor i thm by a computer algebra system. 
Secondly, whenever we have constructed a transformation of an Ai^t(X) 
we want to use this result for a transformat ion of the subsequent A%li{X): 
this is desirable w i t h regard to the large size of the matrices. On the 
other hand, the la t ter modifications give rise to weaker structures of the 
transformed matrices than obtained by van Dooren's method. We w i l l 
ca l l these structures "property (C)" and "property (R)" suggesting the 
words " co lumns" and " rows" , respectively. 
Section 3 is devoted to the computation of the formal logarithmic part 
i n the f o rmal fundamental solution. W e refer to a constructional method 
presented i n the author's paper [5]. This method is based on an appro-
priate t reatment of certain systems of l inear homogeneous algebraic 
equations the coefficient matrices of which are derived f rom the A^(X). 
Here we describe the method i n a formal ly simplif ied way by considering 
polynomial identities instead of us ing augmented coefficient matrices. 
The main subject of this section, however, is the pract ical treatment of 
the l inear algebraic systems. I t turns out that the transformations from 
Section 2 are very useful for the evaluation both of the formal mono-
dromy J and of the power series coefficients of H{x). 
1. A surview on former results. 
The system considered has the f orm 
(1.1) xy'[x) = &B^y(x), 
where sG N+, the Bv are constant n by ?i-matrices. The formal funda-
mental m a t r i x to be determined has the f o rm 
Y{x)=H{x)xJeQ{x\ 
where w i t h a certain integer p G N+ 
sp 
Q{x) = diag(^(x), • Qk(x)= E oik,u(px~ulPf 
V = I 
(1.2) J a constant n by w-Jordan m a t r i x commuting 
w i t h Qf H{x) a formal power series i n xllP. 
The matrices Ai^(X) [re {Ot1, •••,s}, m£N) are defined in the fo l lowing 
way—where I is the n by n ident i ty |matrix, X is a complex parameter—: 
For r G {0,1, • • •, s}Jwe define 
(1.3) dir> := min{dim3?(AL r ) W) : ^ G C } ( m 6 i V ) , ^ : = 0, 
where the symbol Jl denotes the null-space, and fur ther 
(1.4) yJmW :=greatest common divisor of a l l subdeterminants 
of the order {m + Vjn-d^ i n A^(X) (meN). 
Xi-IW : = 1. 
For each r the sequence of the d{*] ( m G / V U { - l ) ) has the fo l lowing 
behaviour—see [2] and [5]: 
(1.5) L E M M A . There exists a unique AT R E N U { — 1} such that 
Vm<Nr dy<d?+1\ V m ^ i V r dy = dW = :d™. 
There are the a priori estimates 
Nr<L{s — r)n — l, dir)<^{s — r)n. 
In the case r > 0 , the polynomials x{™{Z) for m=Nr and i V r + 1 serve 
for the evaluation of the coefficients aktr i n the qk f rom (1.2). T h e b a s i c 
result is comprehended in the fo l lowing theorem proved by Schafke and 
Vo lkmer [3]: 
(1.6) T H E O R E M . Let re {If •••,s} be given. Then for all m^Nr 
is a polynomial independent of m. Further 
deg% ( r ) = #{fc€{l, •••,W} : dqk^r}. 
The zeros of %(r) are 
— —<*kr for those qk with dqk^r. 
r 
Here dqk denotes the max imal rat ional index a w i t h <xfc,„^0, or 
dqk: = 0 i f qk = 0. The theorem remains va l id for any rat ional r — pjp 
w i t h p,p€N+, r < s , and for systems (1.1) containing a power series in 
xllP. F o r the definition of x{T) * n those cases, we change the variable x 
into t w i t h tv~x and consider the polynomial % { p ) corresponding to the 
transformed differential system: then we define xir)(*) : = X[p)[pX). It 
turns out that this definition is independent of the p chosen. 
Theorem (1.6) is employed for a stepwise evaluation of a l l qks. 
Suppose there is 0 < r G Q such tha t a l l coefficients ak,a, r<a<Ls, of a qk 
are known. Then ak,r is determined by Theorem (1.6) applied to the 
system 
(1.7) xw'(x) = (x~8 ZxuBu+ E <Jak,0x-°l\o{x)y 
see [6], Section 1. I t is important for practice that the denominators p 
i n the fractional powers of x are as smal l as possible. Otherwise, the 
matrices A ^ (X) occurring become too large. In [6], Section 3 the author 
describes an a lgor i thm w h i c h has the purpose that each qk is represented 
w i t h a m i n i m a l p dependent on the qk considered. 
The matrices Ai^(X) are responsible for the formal logarithmic part 
in (1.2), namely J and H(x). A pre l iminary result concerning the poly-
nomial % (0 ) has been proved i n [6]: 
(1.8) T H E O R E M . For all m^>N0 
The zeros of %(0) modulo Z are the diagonal elements of J in the columns 
corresponding to Qrjfe=O in Q. 
The definition of % ( 0 ) is extended to systems (1.1) w i t h a formal 
power series i n xllP [p£N+) as i t has been done for the % ( r ), r > 0 . L e t 
g be a polynomial i n a negative f ract ional power of x. Then Theorem 
(1.8) , applied to the system 
can serve for a test whether q occurs as a qk in Q or not, and is used 
in the a lgor i thm for the m i n i m a l choices of p. 
2. Singular matrix pencils. 
L e t A and C be some rectangular n by m matrices w i t h complex 
coefficients, n and m being arb i t rary positive integers at the moment. 
Then the fami ly (A-XC)xec is cal led a s ingular m a t r i x pencil. F o r each 
X fixed, A-XC corresponds to a l inear map from C w into Cn and the 
transposed m a t r i x (A-XC)1 to a l inear map from Cn into Cm. W e define 
is a polynomial independent of m. Further, 
deg%<0) = #{A;e{l,2, •••,n}: qk=0}. 
(1.9) 
d=d(A,C) : = m i n { d i m 3 ? ( A - ^ C ) : XeC}, 
d=d(A,C) : = mm{dimVl((A-XC)1): Xe C}, 
where Jl denotes the null-space (kernel) of a linear map. Obviously, 
d=d + (n—m). F u r t h e r we introduce 
X(Jt) = X(A, C; X) —greates t common divisor of a l l (m — d)x(m —d) — 
subdeterminants of A —XC 
The basic property of % is that for any X0 e C 
dim m(A-X0C)>d Z(^0)=O. 
W i t h a view to block decompositions i t also makes sense to admit n~0 
or ra = 0. In the case w = 0, for instance, we set d = m, d — 0, x(X) = l. 
In the fol lowing lemma, which quotes a wel l -known result, n and m are 
positive: 
(2.1) L E M M A . Let Pt Q be constant invertible matrices of size n by n 
and m by m , respectively, and 
A-XC- = P(A-XC)Q (XeC). 
Then 
d(A,C)=d(AtC), x(AtC; X) = x(A9C; X). 
(2.2) D E F I N I T I O N . A n n by m mat r ix pencil A-XC is said to have 
property (C) iff there exists a block decomposition 
I 
A-XC= • 
V 
A1-XC1 0 
/////// Au XCii 
mi mii 
and 
rank C 7 = m 7 , VXeC r a n k ( A 7 7 —XCn) =nu. 
(2.3) T H E O R E M . Suppose A-XC has property (C). Then 
d(AfC)=mn-nnt % (A ,C ; l)=x(Ai9Ct; X). 
P R O O F . Since C1 has f u l l column rank i t is easy to see that d(AIf C1) = 0 . 
Fur ther , d(AIl9CII)=mII—nII and x ( A 7 7 , C 7 7 ; )^ = 1. Therefore the first 
assertion of the theorem is obvious. N e x t we have to consider a l l 
determinants of square submatrices of A-XC of size (m—d)2= (mr+nn)2. 
F i r s t we restr ict ourselves to those such matrices which have both an 
m 7 X m 7 - S u b b l o c k inside of Ai-XCi and an W 7 7 Xw 7 7 -Subblock inside of 
A11-XCiu The corresponding determinant is the product of determinants 
defining x(Au C 7 ; X) and %(A 7 7 , C 7 7 ; X), respectively. Therefore the 
greatest common divisor of these special subdeterminants is %(A 7, C 7 ; X) 
because x{AIl9Cn\ X) = l. I f any (m 7 +w 7 / ) 2 —submatr ix of A—XC does 
not have a f u l l m 7 X m 7 - W o c k i n A1-XC1 and a f u l l W 7 7 X w 7 7-block i n 
A11-XC11 then its determinant vanishes owing to the block structure of 
A-XC 
(2.4) T H E O R E M . Let A-XC be an arbitrary nby m pencil with n,m>0. 
Then there exists a rational algorithm to construct constant invertible 
matrices Pf Q of size n by n and m by m , respectively, such that the 
pencil 
A-XC: = P(A-XC)Q 
has property (C). 
P R O O F . The rat ional a lgor i thm which we w i l l present is a modification 
of [4 ] , A l g o r i t h m 4 . 1 . — G i v e n an arb i t rary constant n by m mat r ix Ai 
the wel l -known Gaussian el imination method applied to the rows or the 
columns of A, yields a constant invert ible n by n m a t r i x P or, respec-
t ive ly , an invert ible m by m m a t r i x Q such that 
PA-. 
O 
A R 
AQ=^Ac I O ) , 
where r denotes the rank of A . Moreover, A R is a generalized upper-
tr iangular , A C a generalized lower-tr iangular matr ix . The latter means 
that A C = : [aifj) 
(2.5) 
( 0 0 * 
x 0 
0 
x 
• • • x 
i / 
, x means some nonzero number, 
that is there exist l<^nx< ••• <nr^n such that S n ,-=£0 (i==l, •••,r) 
and aitj=0 for a l l i<njf • • r}. —Such transformations, which are 
called compressions to f u l l row (column) rank, are used i n the fol lowing 
algor i thm. 
(2.6) Algorithm. L e t an n by m pencil A-XC be given. 
A t first, construct Q 1 such that 
CQ 1 =(C 2 IO) , C 2 has f u l l column rank. 
If rank C 2 = m — t h e zero columns i n CQ1 do not occur— then set P=Iy 
Q=Q1 and stop. Otherwise, let 
be subdivided i n the same manner as CQ1 above. Then we comprime 
A1 to f u l l row rank by using an invert ib le n by n m a t r i x P 1 . We define 
If C 2 s 2 has f u l l column rank then P1(A-XC)Q1 has property (C). Other-
wise, the first step of our a lgor i thm is applied to the subpencil A2>2 — XC2,2, 
and so on. 
T h e f i n a l form of A-XC obtained by this a lgor i thm is noted in van 
Dooren's paper [4], Formula (4.2). Obviously, property (C) is satisfied. 
A s an application to s ingular systems of di f ferential equations (1.1), 
we use the preceding results to evaluate the dL r ) wh i ch are the quantities 
d corresponding to the matr ix pencils A^(X). F o r r fixed, we evaluate 
the (m=—1,0,1,2, •••) successively u n t i l ^jft 1 = ^ occurs for the 
first t ime: then m=Nr is achieved. F o r this purpose i t is convenient 
to modify the a lgor i thm (2.6) i n such way that the transformation of 
AiZil(X) into property (C) requires only a few steps whenever the analogous 
transformation for A^(X) is present. The lat ter s i tuat ion is the s tart ing 
point for the next algorithm. 
(2.7) Algorithm. Suppose the m a t r i x penci l A-XC has the fol lowing 
structure: 
A Q 1 = I (A 2 IA 1 ) 
L e t P1CQ1 be subdivided in the same manner, 
I 
A-XC= G-XH 
\ m m' 
Singular systems of linear differential equations 
further let P', Q' be invert ib le such that 
Pf(Af-XC)Q'--
A1-IG11 
m'r 
O \ 
An XC1 
m'ii 
has property (C). Then the f u l l m a t r i x A—XC is transformed as follows. 
F i r s t , set 
P 0 : = 
h 0 
0 P' Qo- = 
I, 0 
0 Q' 
and compute 
C1-XH', 
0 
Pa(A-XC)Q,=: Af1-XC1 0 
Y///A 
W e assume that C j has got a generalized t r iangular f o rm (2.5) by a 
preceding a lgor i thm. Then we apply a sequence of Gaussian el imination 
steps to the columns of 
/ 
m 
\ 
0_\ 
~ci) 
s tar t ing w i t h the "a;"-elements i n C1 as pivots. A s a result , we obtain 
an invert ib le ( m + m ^ - m a t r i x Q? such that 
H', 
0 
C1 
mi)=( ci 
C f has f u l l co lumn rank. A f t e r this modified first step we apply the 
rest of a lgor i thm (2.6) to construct P,, Q1 such that 
/ 
P1 C1-XH11 
0 \ 
\ 
A1-XC1 
I 
A11-XC, 
has property (C). F i n a l l y , we set 
7/ 
0 \ 
•XC1 
P: = PC 
P1 0 
0 
Q : = 
Then P(A-XC)Q has property (C) because 
A 1 1 1 XCJU 
A I I XCII • — I 
Q1 0 
0 
0 
A / / — X C F 1 1 
has f u l l row rank for a l l X. 
N e x t we introduce a property dual to (C): 
(2.8) D E F I N I T I O N . A n w by m matr ix pencil A - J C is said to have 
property (R) iff there exists a block decomposition 
/ 
A - J C = 
AJ-XCJ 
Th1 
0 \ 
Ajj-XCjj 
Jt t 7 
U r 7 
and 
W G C r a n k ( A 7 — JC 7 ) = m 7 , r a n k C 7 7 = W 7 7 . 
(2.9) T H E O R E M . Suppose A-XC has property (R). 77^w 
d ( A , C ) = w 7 - m 7 , x ( A , C ; J ) = % ( A 7 7 , C 7 7 ; X). 
The proof is analogous w i t h that of Theorem (2.3). 
(2.10) T H E O R E M . Let A-XC be an arbitrary n by m pencil ivith w, m > 0 . 
Then there exists a rational algorithm to construct constant invertible 
matrices PF Q of size n by n and m by m, respectively, such that 
A - X C =P(A-XC)Q 
has property (R). 
The corresponding algor i thm proceeds i n a similar way as (2.6): but 
i n the present case the column compressions in C must be changed into 
row compressions, the row compressions i n A are changed into column 
compressions. For more details see van Dooren [4], A l g o r i t h m 4.5. 
In the fol lowing we discuss the result obtained by a combination of 
both algorithms. 
(2.11) T H E O R E M . Suppose a matrix pencil A-XC has property (C) and 
nIt m 7 > 0 . Further IetPnQ1 be invertible matrices of size n),m), respec-
tively, such that 
has property (R) .—Then U11-Th11. Further %(A, C; X) = 1 iff U11 = Thll = O. 
Otherwise, C11 is invertible and 
X(A, C; J) = ( d e t ( - C / / ) ) - 1 d e t ( A / / - J C J / ) . 
P R O O F . A combination of the theorems (2.3) and (2.9) yields 
X(A9C; Xj=XiAl9C1; X)=XiA11,C11; X). 
Further , because C1 has f u l l column rank, also P1C1Q1 has f u l l column 
rank: by using the block structure of P1C1Q1 we conclude that C11 has 
f u l l column rank. On the other hand, C11 also has f u l l row rank because 
of property (R), and therefore ^11=Th11 holds. I f nn is positive then 
C11 is an invert ible matr ix : this implies d ( A 7 7 , C 7 / ) = 0 , XiA11, C11; X) = 
( d e t ( - C 7 / ) ) " 1 d e t ( A 7 / - J C 7 7 ) . 
A s already mentioned, we use the algorithms (2.6) and (2.7) for the 
successive evaluation of the d£ } (m = 0,1, 2, • • •), r G {0,1, ••• ,S - I } being 
fixed. W i t h regard to A l g o r i t h m (2.7) we modify the sequence of the 
A^iX) (m=0 ,1 , 2, • • •) as follows. W e set 
P1(A1-XC1)Q1 = 
fTh1 m 
A^(X)- = B0 
0 0 
A^Ii(J) : — (m=0 ,1 ,2 , •••)• 
Bs +(m+ 1)1 A™ (I) 
B, ro + l 
Then each AiZlL(X) has a subdivision as required in A l g o r i t h m (2.7) where 
A^(X) plays the role of A F - I C L e t C™ be defined by the relations 
A^(X) = : A^(O)-XC^ (mGiV) . 
Then i t can be shown by induction that 
L u t z and Schafke ([2], L e m m a 3.1) have proved that in the case r ^ l 
(and obviously for r = 0 ) each remains unchanged when A^(X) is 
replaced by A^(X) — aC{*] w i t h an arb i t rary a G C The same is true for 
the polynomials % i r ) i n the case r ^ l —see Schafke and Vo lkmer [3], 
Corol lary 1 (p. 92). 
Summing up, we compute dir), Nr and % i r ) by the fo l lowing method. 
Step 1: For m = 0 ,1 ,2 , ••• we transform the A^(X) into property (C) 
in order to obtain d{*\ A s soon as diT+i==^ ( m ^ — 1) for the first t ime, 
we set Nr:=m and go to Step 2. 
Step 2: Prov ided Nr^>0, we t rans form the submatrices A T - X C I i n the 
results of Step 1 for m = N R and Nr+1 into property (R). Then we 
obtain xWrW and j^+itf) or XW0(X-N0) and X ^ 1 ( ^ - ^ 0 - I ) , respectively. 
Sometimes i t is desirable to determine 
without per forming Step 2. Th i s is the case dur ing the construction of 
a qk according to [6], Section 3, when i t is checked whether a %(r)(^) = l or 
not. For brev i ty , the proofs of the fo l lowing results w i l l not be very 
detailed. W e need Kronecker ' s canonical form (K.c.f.) of a singular 
pencil , for wh i ch we use the notations g iven in [4], Formula (2.5). 
(2.13) L E M M A . Let the matrix pencil A-XC have property (C), and 
let the Kronecker's canonical form to A-XC be given by [4], (2.5), where 
we write d and d instead of q and p. Then the 
K.c.f. to A1-XC1 is composed of the L*. ( i = l , ••-,<£) and XI-Jf 
K.cf. to A11-XC11 is composed of the Le. (i = l , • • •,d) and XN-1. 
In order to prove this lemma, we have to show that the hatched block 
i n A — X£ as i n (2.2) can be cancelled by a constant transformation. For 
this we apply van Dooren's A l g o r i t h m 4.1 in [4] to the block A1-XC1 in 
(2.12) A^(X) = 
A^(X) +mCL 0 ) 
A^(X-m) 
in general, 
i n the case r = 0. 
deg x ( r ) = deg deg 
order to obtain the special form [4 ] , (4.2) i n which the block 2Bl+ltl+l — Ai+ul+i 
does not occur. S tar t ing w i t h the la t ter f orm, the block i n the left 
under corner of A-XC is cancelled by a s imi lar method as in [ 4 ] , 
Lemma 3 .2 . 
In fact, L e m m a (2.13) yields an a l ternat ive proof for Theorem (2.3) 
which we had proved without using the K . c . f . . — O u r main result con-
cerning deg % { r ) reads: 
(2.14) T H E O R E M . Let AW(X) for m=Nr and m=Nr+l be transformed 
into property ( C ) . Let the corresponding quantities nj be denoted U1(AW). 
Then 
deg XM=VS1(A^1)-V1(A^r). 
P R O O F . Owing to (1.6) and (1.8) , deg% ( r ) is the difference between 
the sizes of XI— J occurring i n the K . c. forms to AWr+i{X) and AWrW- W e 
conclude from L e m m a (2.13) that 
W 1 = S i z e of (XI-J)+ £ (rji+1) 
w i t h d = d(r) for both matrices. It remains to show that the numbers 
Tji coincide. B y the theory of K.c. f . to a pencil A-XC —see [ 1 ] — the Tji 
are characterized by the existence of Xi(X) G Jl((A—XCY) ( i = 1 , • • •, 5) 
which are polynomials in X of degree Tji and are l inear ly independent 
for each X such that the sum of the Tji is m i n i m a l . I n the case r = 0 
the m a t r i x A$+l(X) contains A^(X-I) i n the left upper corner (Ni=N09 
for brevity) . Therefore, s tar t ing f rom polynomials Xi(X) of degree Tji 
(i=l, •••,o!^) which are in Tl(A)S* (X)*) and are l inear ly independent for 
each X9 we get 
Xi(X) : = f * J G yi(AW+i(XY) w i t h the analogous properties, 
and vice versa because dW+^dff. — I n the case r > 0 the construction of 
the corresponding Xi(X) is somewhat more tedious. I t is possible to 
proceed i n a s imilar way as in the proof of [ 2 ] , L e m m a 3 . 1 . 
3. Computation of formal logarithmic solutions. 
Suppose q(x) is a polynomial in x~llP and occurs ^-times as a qk(x) 
in the exponential part of a formal fundamental solution (1 .2) . According 
to [6], Section 2, we can construct the corresponding fi columns in H(x)xJ 
i n the fo l lowing way . W e subst itute tp=x in the system 
xwr (x) = (x~8B(x) — xq'(x)I)w(x) 
i n order to obtain a system of the f orm (1.1). Then the reduced problem 
is the computation of a f o rmal logarithmic n by /^-matrix solution 
(3.1) W(x) =H(x)x* 
to the system (1.1), where H(x) is a formal power series in x, J a constant 
ft by ^ -Jordan m a t r i x and the columns of W(x) are C-Iinearly independent. 
I n the fo l lowing constructions the expressions A^(X), d{r), Nry and x ( r ) 
are needed w i t h r = 0 merely: we omit the superscripts (0), for brevity . 
The fo l lowing fundamental l emma is impl i c i t ly contained in [5], Section 1.1: 
(3.2) L E M M A . Let keN+, X0 eC, hK+UveCn (v£N, /C = O, 1, be 
given. We set 
K = O 
r ; . i o 
h'(x) : = E x"ht,v (* = 1,2, •••,k), Ji = 
*0 
1 
\ 
0 X0j(k,k) 
and, finally, defined by columns, 
W(x) : = (hl(x), h2{x), ..hk(x))x\ 
Then W is a formal n by k-matrix solution to (1.1) iff 
(3.3) V m G N Am(X)(K(X))^e (X-X0)kC(m+1)n. 
P R O O F . L e t 
Z(x, X):=Z(X-X0Yh°+1(x). 
Then by definition of the Am(X) the relation (3.3) is equivalent w i t h the 
fo l lowing one 
(x4--%~8B(x))xxZ(x, X) = xx(x— -x-°B(x)+Xl)z(x, X) G (X-X0)kXi^On, 
\ dx / \ dx J 
where O denotes the space of f ormal power series in x. General ly the 
term on the left hand side has the f orm 
F(X9X) : = x>-° E (X-x0yfK(x)9 f K e o \ 
k 
i 
K = O 
I t is easy to show that 
F(X9X)G(X-X0)kXx-8On iff J-F(X9X) 
dXK 
= 0 for K=O91, • • • , A J - L 
F u r t h e r we notice that the differentiation w i t h respect to X and to x 
can be interchanged, and obtain that (3.3) is equivalent w i t h 
= (xJ—x-6B(x)\\ x*o £ , 1 . (log x)'-%i+1(x) (/c=0,1, • • k - 1 ) . 
\ dx J J = O (K—J)\ 
Obviously, the expression 
XIO J2 — I — ( l o g x)K-W+1{x) 
i~* (K-J)I 
is the column no. (ic + 1) in W(x). 
A n alternative proof avoiding the dif ferentiation of f o rmal logar i thmic 
series w i t h respect to X can be deduced f rom [5], Section 1.1. — T h e 
solvabi l i ty of the infinite l inear system (3.3) has been discussed i n [5], 
Hi l f s sa tz 1.30. The polynomial % mentioned there is %N+1 (Ni=N0) i n our 
present notation. W e want to replace this x*+i by our present %=% ( 0 ) as 
defined by (1.8). 
(3.4) L E M M A . Suppose X0eC and <J£N are given such that %(X0+m)=£0 
for all m£N with m ^ a + l . We set 
a 
•= £ (multiplicity of X0+j as a zero of %). 
J = O 
Then for all me N9 m^a+l: 
( i ) X*M>+m)=£0, %N+i(X0+m)=£09 
( i i ) v(XQ)= multiplicity of X0 as a zero of %N+W. 
P R O O F . Since %N(X) divides XN+IW, we have only to prove tha t 
Z^+i(^o+w)^0 for me N9 m^>a+l. Suppose %N+i(X0+m)=0 : then because 
XN+IW=xWXN{X + 1) and %(J 0 +m)^0, also X0+m+1 is a zero of XN and 
B y the same argument we could prove that a l l X0+v, veN, v^>m 
are zeros of this is impossible. P a r t (ii) is proved by the relations 
XN+m(X) = Q l X(* +3))XN(X+m)f XN (X0 +m) ^0, 
see (1.8) . 
(3.5) D E F I N I T I O N . F o r arb i trary X0eC, me Nf ke N+ we set 
7lk(Am, X0) : = {Xm = Xm(X): C ^ C n { m + l ) polynomial i n X of degree 
^ f t - I w i t h Am(X)Xm(X) e(X~X0)kCnim+l)}, 
c5Km,»W : = {(K)Ui = (K(X))T=O: C^Cn{m+1) for which further 
hv (v=m + lf • • • , m + i V + l ) exist such that 
(hl))^0N+1 e Jlk(Am+N+1, X0)}. 
Here N:=N0 as in L e m m a (1.5). F i n a l l y , let 
^Mo)-- = {(K(X))Zo of degree ^ f c - I sat is fy ing (3.3)} 
={ (M^)) -o : v m G 7 V (K(X))^eJHmMo)}-
I t is easy to show that each Jlk(AmfX0) (meN) is isomorphic w i t h 
Jl(Amt'](X0)) as defined i n [5 ] , Definition 1.17, by means of the natura l 
isomorphism 
(3.6) Xm(X)=Z (X-X0)<XmtK+lemk(Am, X0) H - » ( X J J a l 6 ^ ( A 2 ] W ) . 
K = O 
In an analogous way, each <3tmA*o) is isomorphic w i t h 3tLm2(X0) according 
to [5 ] , Definition 1.27. Therefore the fo l lowing lemma is an immediate 
consequence of [5 ] , Hi l f ssatz 1.30. 
(3.7) L E M M A . Suppose X0G C and <reN are such that x(X0+m)=£0 for 
all me Nt m^a+1. Then for each ZcGAr+, me N7 m^a + l 
M^)^MmMo) by (K(X))Zo\—> (K(X))Zo-
The next step in our program is the construction of practicable 
representations of the spaces 3ia,k(Xo) (keN+). A f t e r this , we shall 
give an algorithm for extending any (K(X))U0 & c5fC,*M>) to a sequence 
(K(X))Uoe 3t*>yk(Xo)- F i r s t we prove a more general lemma. 
(3.8) L E M M A . Suppose A-XC is an arbitrary I by r matrix pencil, 
further Y:C->Cl is a polynomial of degree <^ /c and X0 £ C is fixed. For 
X : C-+CR let (*) denote the following statement: 
(X is a polynomial of degree ^k-I, 
( * ) 1 (A-XC)X(X)-Y(X) G (X-X0)KCK 
( i ) If A - X 0 C is surjective then there exists an X satisfying (*). 
( i i ) If A - X 0 C is injective then there is at most one X satisfying (*). 
For the proof we note that (*) is equivalent w i t h 
(A-X0C) E (X-X0YXK-(X-X0) E (X-X0YCX- E (X-X0YYKe (X-X0)KC1. 
This provides a recursion formula for the XK (A;=0, 1, •••,Zc-I) which is 
always solvable in the case (i) or admits at most one solution in the 
case (ii). 
D u r i n g the algorithms required for the evaluation of d and N we 
had to transform the pencil AN(X) into property (C) as described in 
Section 2. Therefore we are g iven invertible matrices P N and QN such 
that 
(3.9) PNAN(X)QN = : 
A1-XC1 
/////// 
0 \ 
A I I — XCT 1 
where C1 has f u l l column rank and A11-XC11 has f u l l row rank for any X. 
(3.10) T H E O R E M . Suppose X0G Cand ae Nare given such that x(X0+m)^0 
for all me Nt m ^ a + l . We extend P N , Q N from (3.9) to 
PN-\ 
I(o+l)n 0 
0 PN 
Q 0 
0 
QN 
and set AN+1+A(X) : = P w + i + „ A w + 1 + J ( ^ ) Q w + 1 + ( ; . Then AN+1+,{A) has the follow-
ing block structure: 
DM) 
0 0 
(311) Atl^M) = : A, — (Z + o + l)C, 0 
/ / / / / / 
An-(X+a+l)Cn 
We consider the following submatrix of AN+1+a(X): 
(3.11)' 
\ 
O 
Al-(X + a + l)Ct 
We define Jlk(AN^a, X0) in an analogous way as we had done for Am in 
(3.5). Then for each k 
by the isomorphism 
V^ki-Ati + l + c, o^)—<JA.o,k{X<i, 
XM) 
X(X) = 
X1(X) 
Xa(X), 
where Xa(X) consists in the leading (a+l)n components of X(X). 
P R O O F . The block decomposition i n (3.11) is an easy consequence 
of (3.9) and the block structure of AN+i+a(X), namely 
0 \ 
AN(X+a+l) 
AN+l+,(X) = 
y//M 
(<r + l)n 
N e x t we prove the characterization of 3taAh)- Obviously 
YN+I+O € tflk(Atl+i + IJ, X„) { ) XN+I+I, ^Q^+l+.^Jf + l+nC 5^ Jr(-<4-N+l+„> ^ O ) . 
N o w let 
Y. (3.13) YN+i+a—: 
XA 
XN+i+a—: I X1 |, 
X L L T 
corresponding to the subdivisions (3.12) and (3.11), respectively, into 
column blocks. The special structure of QN+I+* yields X0= YA. This leads 
to the criterion: 
Xa G 3taA^) iff there exist XlfXn such that X N + l + a as 
in (3.13) satisfies X N + 1 + a e Jlk[AN+i+0, X0). 
The m a t r i x A11-(20+a+l)Cn has f u l l row rank because of property (C) 
in (3.9). Therefore, L e m m a (3.8), (i) provides the weaker cr iterion 
Xa e 3i0,kW) iff there exists X1 such that 
F i n a l l y , XN(XO+O+1)^0 because of L e m m a (3.4), (i), where %N is the 
characterizing polynomial corresponding to the pencil AN(X) as w e l l as 
to A1-XC1. Consequently A1-(X0 +a+ IjC1 is infective, and L e m m a (3.8), 
(ii) implies that the linear map X\—> Xa leading from JlK(AN+1+AF X0) onto 
3ia,kW) is infective. 
Our next aim is the extension of a given Xa(X) = (hu(X))av=0e Jttfftk(Xo) 
to a f u l l sequence (K(X))Uo & Jtt^Ah)- W e describe the constructional 
step leading from (K(X))Ua to (K(X))Uo1 (m^a). For this we subdivide 
AN+m+2(X) into 
/ 
AN+M+2(X) — 
AM) I 0 
V V777A AN+l{X+m + l) 1 
Then we apply Theorem (3.10) to ^ 0 + m + l in the place of and to <r = 0. 
W e extend the matrices PN+u QN+I as defined i n the theorem, to 
I(vt+l)n 0 
0 P N + 1 +2+m ~ 0 Q * + 1 
and obtain 
(3.14) PN + Z + mAtf + 2 + I*(X)QN-r2 + m — '• AN+ 2 + m(X) 
AM) 0 
= I EM) AN+1(t+m + l) 
0 
0 
An-[X + m + l)Cu 
K/////A. 
w i t h AN+i as in the theorem w i t h respect to a=0. 
(3.15) T H E O R E M . Let 20eC and a£N with %(^ 0+m)^0 for all m€N, 
m ^ f f + 1 be given. Further, letkeN+, m^>a and (h„{Jl))?=oG3L,Mo) be 
fixed. Then there exists a unique polynomial X: C-^Cr of degree ^Lk-I 
such that 
( * ) AN+1(X+m + l)X(X) +EM) (KW)^ e(z- 4>) iC1, 
where r, I denote the numbers of columns and rows in AN+1, respectively. 
Let X(X) be subdivided into 
Then hm+1(X) -X0(X) is the unique complement by which (Iiv(X))Zl0 is extend-
ed to (K(X))^01 e3tm+iM*)-
P R O O F . m^>a implies XN+i{X0+m + l)^0 and further JA0,k(X0+m + l) = 
{0} for any k G N —see L e m m a (3.4) and [5], Hi l f ssatz 1.29.— W e conclude 
f rom Theorem (3.10) that AN+1(X0+m + l) is infective: therefore the system 
(*) admits at most one solution X of degree ^k-I as i t was proved i n 
L e m m a (3.8). On the other hand, 3im+i,k{^) is isomorphic w i t h Jdmyk(X0) 
by an analogous isomorphism as mentioned in L e m m a (3.7). This means 
that the g iven (hu(X))™=0 can be supplied by further hm+l(X), • • ->hN+m+2(X) 
such that 
Xtf+m+2(X): = (hv(X))u=om+2 G ^Jlk(AN+m+2i XK0). 
Then YN+m+2(X) ~QNl+m+2XN+m+2(X) G Jlk(AN+m+2f X0). Obviously YN+m+2(X) 
can be subdivided into 
1 (K(X))U > 
X(X) Xt(X) 
x,w 
. Xn(X) > 1 X11(X) , 
and X0(X) = hm+1(X) owing to the structure of Q N + m + 2 . 
So far the construction of sequences (K(X))~=Q of ^-degree ^ f c - I 
sat is fy ing (3.3) for X0 €C, k£N+ fixed. According to L e m m a (3.2) each 
sequence of this k i n d corresponds to a formal logarithmic solution w i t h 
only one Jordan block Jk. The next problem is to construct 
Wt(x) = (h^(x)t -"fhk*>T(x))xJk* (r = l , •••,£) 
each corresponding to such that the formal power series Hlil(X)t • • •, hht(x) 
are l inearly independent and X) K is max imal —see [5], Satz 1.7—. Owing 
7 = 1 
to L e m m a (3.7), this problem is reduced to the evaluation of t G Nt kv G N+ 
(T = I1 •••,£) and 
Xiw = (hi(i))Uo=Cz (i-io)'ht+lty e Mffikz(X0) 
(r = l , • • t) such that 
(3.16) (h\tV)Uo, - (Kv)Uo l inearly independent 
t 
and E K is maximal . We set 
r=l 
JHffi0(X0) : = {0}, ek: = d im 3L,k(X0) (keN). 
Obviously two canonical inclusions are val id : 
(3.17.1) (X-X0)JA0ik(X0) £ (k G N), 
(3.17.2) JHffik+1(X0) I (^-^Jlffik(X0) c 5 M . , f c W/W-^o )JM . . * - ! ^ ) (fc G 
where the inclusion (3.17.2) is generated by omit t ing the (X — X0)k-term 
i n any element of 3lffyk+i(X0). A s a consequence we get 
(3.18) e k ^ e M (k£N)t e ^ - e ^ e . - e ^ (k£N+). 
I t has been proved i n [5], Satz 1.19 and Hi l fssatz 1.29, 3) that there 
exists a KeN such that ek=v(X0) for a l l Jc^Kt where v(X0) is defined as 
i n L e m m a (3.4). I f we choose K min imal then 
(3.19) eK=v(X0)t S^lKek (k£K). 
For practical application, we use that the ek are the dimensions of the 
J l k ( A N + i + 1 „ X0) (k = l, 2, 3, •••) as defined in Theorem (3.10), and that v(X0) 
is wel l -known. Provided v(X0)>0, we evaluate ek for k=l, 2, 3, ••• u n t i l 
ek=v(X0) is achieved for the first t ime. W e set 
ts:=e*+i-j-£2r-j ( i = 0 , 1 , • ••, K), t: = tK, 
such that ^o=O, tK=elf and fur ther 
kz : = K - j ( t , + l < T £ t i + l ; J=Ot 1, . • K - l ) . 
The first X J G JiffikJX0) ( r = l , • • are determined as a base of JMFFTK(Xo) 
w i t h respect to (X—X0) JMffiK-i(X0). I f K > l t these without their (X-X0)*-1-
terms are contained i n JAffiK-i(X0) and l inearly independent w i t h respect 
to (X—X0) JHffiK-2(^0) —see (3.17.2)—: we evaluate additional X J G X 1 ^ i ( J l o ) 
(v=ti+l9 • , £2) to get a f u l l base of c5K«r,*_iM>) w i t h respect to 
(X-X0)JMfffK^2(X0), and so on. B y this construction, the properties (3.16) 
are obvious. Of course, this method is quite analogous w i t h the con-
struct ion of principal vectors to a constant square matr ix : in the special 
case that a l l kv (r = l , •••,£) are equal {t = l, for instance), i t is possible 
to begin w i t h the construction of a base for JH0A^o) ^ 
The foregoing constructions have to be applied to appropriate ^ 1, - - -,Xm 
such that the corresponding formal logarithmic solutions altogether 
provide a formal logarithmic n by fx matr ix solution (3.1) w i t h f u l l 
column rank, fx has to coincide w i t h deg%, as mentioned in Theorem 
(1.8). W e choose ^1, •••,^m the zeros of % w i t h the properties 
[each zero of % has the form Xi +it (ic£N, ^ G {1,2, •••,m}). 
Then by definition of V(Xi) in L e m m a (3.4) i t is clear that 
On the other hand, our construction provides V(XI) l inearly independent 
f ormal solutions for each ^ i. Because the XI are distinct modulo Z, a l l 
these solutions together are l inearly independent. W e note that in [5], 
Satz 1.32 the choice of XI is the same as i n (3.20) but w i t h %N+I(X) in 
the place of %(X)=XN+IWIXN(X + 1). The i n [5] can differ f rom the present 
ones by some nonpositive integers, but the corresponding formal solutions 
are the same. 
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